Public Safety Agencies Trust Cradlepoint

Public safety organizations across the U.S. connect and serve through Cradlepoint’s LTE and 5G solutions.

Cradlepoint’s public safety customers across the U.S.

Whether in the field or in the station, emergency responders need to remain connected at all times. Cradlepoint’s cloud-managed wireless network solutions are used by first and secondary responder agencies in every U.S. state, providing mission-critical connectivity for vehicles, mobile command centers, surveillance cameras, incident response teams, body-worn devices, stations, and more. With the ability to leverage dedicated nationwide public safety networks such as AT&T FirstNet and Verizon Frontline, agencies can connect everything they need to keep communities safe.

"With a Cradlepoint router secured in each trunk, officers know that when they get into their cruiser, they will be connected—end of story."

Sharon Jensen, IT manager of planning and analysis, Boise Police Department

We were able to install a large number of cameras in a short period of time with minimal startup costs. Thanks to Cradlepoint’s secure wireless connection, we eliminated the need for costly and time-consuming construction to run a fiber wire through the ground at each proposed location.

Julie Cagliostro, manager of information systems, Bronxville, New York

I can schedule updates to push out across the fleet (of more than 1,750 metro buses) simultaneously at 3 a.m. without requiring our team to visit any of the buses.

Russ Mattichak, network engineer, Seattle-based King County Metro

Never have we had this much data on the frontlines. We’re able to interpret what’s going on and support our response teams from the back, not having to worry about the technology.

Scott England, telecommunications systems consulting engineer, Los Angeles County Fire Department

Learn more about why public agencies use mobile networks to connect vehicles, stations, and more at cradlepoint.com/public-safety.

I see public safety agencies use Cradlepoint to improve public safety efficiency and keep citizens and responders safe.

Cradlepoint’s public safety customers across the U.S.

70% of the 10 most populated U.S. cities

10,000+ public safety agencies and first responders across the U.S. trust Cradlepoint solutions to improve public safety.

Cradlepoint’s on-the-ground operators are ready to help. Call us today at 833-752-7235.
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